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Abstract: With the development of artificial intelligence techniques for geographical knowledge
discovery, simulated terrain generation based on deep-learning algorithms has become one practical
way to construct accurate terrain data. However, it is still necessary to discuss whether the simulated
topographic data contain the characteristics of specific landforms and can support related geograph-
ical studies. Therefore, in this study, a deep learning-based model inspired by previous research
is constructed to generate loess landform data. We analyzed the influence of inputting different
topographic features on terrain generation and evaluated the similarity between the simulated and
reference data. The results show that the deep learning-based model can generate simulated topo-
graphic data that include similar elevation and slope probability distributions to the reference data
of the loess landform. In addition, the generated results may have inaccurate terrain details, which
can be regarded as noise in some cases. This indicates that the selection of input features should
be carefully considered. Finally, the simulated data can subsequently support landform and terrain
research, especially with intelligence algorithms that require large sets of topographic data.

Keywords: digital terrain analysis; deep learning; loess landform; topographic characteristics; ter-
rain features

1. Introduction

Terrain is the fundamental object that significantly influences the geomorphic, hy-
drologic, and ecological processes of the Earth’s surface [1,2]. Various topographic char-
acteristics carried by different surfaces provide information for landform classification,
environmental evolution, terrain analysis, and hydrological analysis [3–6]. The digital
elevation model (DEM) plays an important role in transferring geographical knowledge to
computer-processable information [6]. It achieves a reliable way to represent the surface
and supports the development of sophisticated techniques for geographical research [7–10].
These data, which achieve accurate description of topographic information, are necessary to
support a reasonable understanding of landform evolution processes and the optimization
of algorithms that are influenced by topographic characteristics [11–14]. In addition, the en-
richment of topographic data can support the development of data-driven algorithms, such
as GeoAI, and improve the performance of object detection and scene segmentation [15–18].

Terrain modelling is a technique that focuses on capturing features and constructing
surfaces digitally [19,20]. This technique can achieve the extraction and description of land
surface parameters. Generally, terrain modelling can be classified into two types. The first is
forward terrain modelling, which aims to capture landform features and construct data that
are similar to true surfaces, even in detail [19,21]. These methods also consider the fractal
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and procedural mechanism and aim to automatically generate terrain [22–25]. Another
possible approach to achieve the digital simulation of terrains is terrain generation, which
is also called virtual terrain authoring [26,27]. Unlike forward terrain modelling, terrain
generation is a backward method that portrays fictitious earth surfaces based on existing
topographic features (i.e., ridges and valleys) and knowledge [20,26]. This technique
requires only a small number of input features and supports quick terrain modelling, and
the generated results contain topographic characteristics similar to those of one specific
landform or terrain on Earth [27,28].

In recent years, deep learning (DL) techniques have been widely used for image
classification [29,30], object detection [15,31], texture synthesis [32,33], and image gen-
eration [27,34,35]. Among these methods, conditional generative adversarial networks
(CGANs) [36] have been proven to achieve good performance in geographical
research [26,37,38], including terrain generation [27], due to their strong learning power
and ease of topographic feature control. CGANs were developed based on generative
adversarial networks (GANs) [38], and the adversarial structure provides great power
in mining potential information from images. Meanwhile, CGANs employ an advanced
encoder-decoder architecture to guide the training process and allow users to insert external
conditions [36]. This adjustment improves the ability of CGANs to generate more reliable
results than GANs that use random noise as the input.

However, even though DL-based algorithms aimed at terrain generation have been
proposed, geographical concerns, which have been considered in recent studies [39,40],
should be further emphasized to improve the quality of the generated results. On the one
hand, terrain surfaces are shaped by the interaction of endogenic and exogenic processes
that dominate landforms evolution. The surface morphology often reflects the formation
processes. Without consideration of landform differentiation, the surfaces created by DL-
based methods are vague representations and mixtures of multiple landforms. These data
are hard to apply in geomorphological research that focuses on one specific landform.
On the other hand, the input sketches for CGANs highly rely on users’ knowledge and
experiences. The type, density, location, and relative relationship of input features signifi-
cantly influence the quality of results generated by DL algorithms. Sketch maps should not
be randomly constructed, and further discussion is needed to determine how to reliably
arrange the content of topographic features. To build a realistic terrain that accords with
geographical principles and spatial cognition, the controlling effect of topographic features
should be considered for different landforms.

In this study, we aim to discuss the feasibility of generating valid topographic data
based on DL method and the effect of different terrain features on terrain generation.
Representative topographic features of the loess landform are used in CGAN as input data
to guide the training process. The comparison considering topographic characteristics is
exploited to assess the performance of models trained under different topographic features.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Object and Areas

We selected the loess landform as the study object. The loess landforms are formed by
the deposition of silt with a small amount of silty-sand, which are easily eroded by water,
wind, and glacial activity [41]. In this study, we focused on the topographic characteristics
on landform surface, with the geological features of loess landform not considered. We
collected terrain data from the Loess Plateau, China. The Loess Plateau contains typical
loess landforms and covers an area of 640,000 km2. For loess landforms, especially for
those in the Loess Plateau, due to the stable geological basis, water erosion with different
densities becomes the most important factor that influences the shape of the surface in this
area. Under such a circumstance, the terrain in the Loess Plateau can be abstracted into a
series of simple features. These terrain features are regarded as the basic representation of
the loess landform and can support terrain generation. Meanwhile, these features can be
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regarded as the input data of GAN and provide topographic information to a DL-based
model.

2.2. Data Preparation
2.2.1. DEM Data

A large amount of sample data is generally needed for DL algorithms. DEMs with a
resolution of 5 m provided by the National Administration of Surveying (China) were used
in this study. The complete areas were clipped to small patches of the same size (Figure 1).
Patch size is an important parameter in this step. The memory occupation will increase
rapidly and affect the system performance and training speed when the size is too large. If
the size is too small, the information carried by patches cannot meet the requirement of the
training process, and models may achieve unsatisfactory performances [42]. A patch size of
256 × 256 pixels was selected in this study, and the area of each sample was approximately
1.64 km2 (1.28 km × 1.28 km). The topographic features of loess landforms can be clearly
observed on these patches (Figure 1), and the computation and timing consumption are
also accepted at this scale.
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Figure 1. Example of sample data. (a,b) the location of the Loess Plateau; (c,d) the terrain in the Loess
Plateau (the size of a small patch is 256 × 256 pixels).

2.2.2. Input Terrain Features

We extracted different topographic features from sample DEMs as input conditions
of the training process. For the loess landform, which is significantly influenced by water
erosion, clear ridges and gullies can be observed in the study area, especially in the region
of loess ridges and loess hills [3,43]. These lines compose the basic structure of the loess
landform [44]. Another reason why we choose ridge and gully lines as input conditions is
that lines with different lengths and densities can be extracted by setting various thresholds
in the hydrological algorithm. During this process, the use of different flow accumulation
thresholds can generate networks of ridge and gully lines with different densities [45]. With
a small threshold, the resulting networks are dense and reveal the detailed relief of terrains,
whereas using a large threshold provides a spare network and only shows the skeleton of
the confluence relationship. Experiments based on different datasets can investigate the
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effect of line features with different quantitative characteristics on terrain generation. The
reference DEM and extraction results of ridge and valley lines can be found in Figure 2a–f.

In addition, the loess landform can be basically separated into positive and negative
terrains [46,47]. Negative terrains generally have high relief and are formed by intensive
erosion in loess landforms, such as gully erosion. The topographic characteristics of
negative terrain can be generally described by gully lines. However, the information
provided by ridge lines is not enough to express the topographic characteristics of the
positive terrain. The area of positive terrain is usually flat and has a moderate slope.
Feature lines cannot achieve satisfactory performance in generating relatively flat surfaces
with large areas. Therefore, despite the line features, we also extract the area of positive
terrain and use it as one input feature in the training process. The introduction of areas of
positive terrain helps understand the efficiency of surface elements in DL-based algorithms
of terrain generation. Here, we use the method outlined in Xiong et al. (2014b) to extract
positive terrains. The identification method includes calculating the mean value of DEM
through neighborhood statistical analysis, calculating the difference between the original
DEM and the mean of DEM, and finally implementing a binary classification to generate
positive and negative terrain. Areas marked by blue in Figure 2g show the positive terrain
areas.
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patches combining ridge lines, valley lines, positive terrains, and the corresponding DEM.

The amount of training data directly affects the performance of CGANs. A large
number of samples can effectively improve the model performance and reduce the effect of
overfitting [48,49]. We constructed 4000 sample patches from the original DEMs to train
the model. Each sample patch contains two parts, one 3-band image, and one DEM. We
extracted the topographic features and organized them as a 3-band image. Gully lines,
ridge lines, and positive areas are stored in bands 1, 2, and 3 in the image, respectively
(Figure 2g). DEM data are also clipped to the same size as the corresponding image.

2.3. DL-Based Algorithm for Terrain Generation

In our study, a special CGAN, called Terrain-CGAN, is constructed to generate sim-
ulated terrain. The traditional CGAN, Pix2Pix, and algorithms in the field of computing
methodologies were used as the basic framework of Terrain-CGAN, and some modifica-
tions were also taken to promote the performance of the generating process.
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2.3.1. Basic Principle of CGAN

CGANs were developed based on GANs and have become some of the most powerful
network structures in the field of terrain generation [27,28]. CGANs can generate specific
results according to predefined requirements and avoid random plausible outputs, unlike
traditional GANs. The typical architecture of CGANs can be separated into two main parts:
the generator and discriminator [36]. The generator uses the encoder-decoder to transform
the input data, commonly including the input image and other conditions, to obtain the
output result. The discriminator is made up of several convolutional layers. This part can
measure the similarity of the input data to the reference data and judge if the input data
are generated by the generator or if the input data are the simulated sample. The overall
loss that influences the CGAN is usually designed as:

LCGAN = eL1 + LG + LD (1)

where e is an empirical scaling parameter, and, L1, LG, and LD are three basic loss func-
tions [36]. The generator is influenced by L1 and LG, while LD influences the discriminator.
This model follows a two-player min-max adversarial game, and eventually, the optimal
CGAN are obtained as follows:

Optimal(G, D) = min
G

min
D

LCGAN (2)

Through this competition, the generator G and discriminator D obtain the capability
to generate realistic data and distinguish generated data from the ground truth data,
respectively [18].

Although the CGAN achieves the supervised framework based on GANs, the typical
structure of the generator part has difficulty generating sufficient connections between
the input conditions and generated results, which may lead to redundant and repetitive
outputs and cause the model to collapse.

2.3.2. Terrain-CGAN

Further development of CGANs has been presented to promote the control efficiency
of the input condition. The Pix2Pix architecture [35] is developed based on CGAN to learn a
function to ‘translate’ the map from an input image to an output image. The most significant
improvement of Pix2Pix net is the changing of the introduction of concatenation, which
helps to retain original feature of input image and utilize the user-defined conditions [35].
The improved architecture has been proven to achieve more satisfactory results compared
with typical CGANs in the field of background masking, image translation [35,50,51], etc.
Therefore, to achieve the detection of correct topographic features from the input condition
and generate the output that conforms to the specific landform, Terrain-CGAN is inspired
by the above architectures and previous studies focusing on terrain generation [27,28].
In Terrain-CGAN (Figure 3), the basic structure of the Pix2Pix network is retained to
achieve the efficient learning of topographic characteristics. The input data of Terrain-
CGAN correspond to the sample unit we constructed in Section 2.2.2. The terrain features,
including ridge lines, gully lines, and areas of positive terrain, are regarded as the input
data to guide the learning process. The corresponding DEM in each sample pair is used as
the target of the generating process, which means that the model is encouraged to construct
a simulated DEM and make it similar to the referenced DEM. At the end of the training
process, the trained model can extract topographic information from the input features and
build a DEM that can express the terrain it learned. We set the learning rate to 0.0002 and
selected Adam as the optimizer in Terrain-CGAN. The final model is completed after 500
epochs, which consumes approximately 8 h.
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2.4. Experiments

Here, the experiments are mainly divided into two goals. (1) To investigate the effects
of different topographic features on terrain generation, different data combinations are
constructed and used as the input data to train models. Table 1 shows the information about
these data combinations. We first used a single topographic feature to train our model and
then combined them for model training. (2) Ridge and gully lines with different amounts
are generated and combined to discuss the influence of feature lines. As mentioned in
Section 2.2.2, the length and number of ridge and gully lines can be controlled by setting
different thresholds. We employed 100, 300, 500, 1000, 1500, and 2000, which are commonly
used in digital terrain analysis to extract stream networks, as thresholds and extracted
feature lines based on these thresholds. Values that are greater than 2000 were not applied
in these experiments because extracted feature lines remain stable and exhibit only a little
difference when the threshold is greater than 2000. All topographic lines were combined
with the features of positive terrain and then used as input data for the models. Information
about these experiments can be found in Table 2.

Table 1. Combinations of different terrain features.

Component Terrain Features

Case 1 Single terrain feature Gully lines
Case 2 Ridge lines
Case 3 Multiple terrain features Gully and ridge lines

Case 4 Gully lines, ridge lines, and
positive terrain areas

Table 2. Combinations of features with different extraction thresholds.

Threshold (for the Extraction
of Line Features) Terrain Features

Case A 100

Gully lines, ridge lines, and
positive terrain areas

Case B 300
Case C 500
Case D 1000
Case E 1500
Case F 2000
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2.5. Performance Evaluation

The performance assessment is explored from three perspectives: (1) Visual inspection
is exploited to check if the generated results retain the basic characteristics of the loess
landform, and the distribution of landform units can also be obtained through visual
investigation. (2) Elevation analysis is performed to evaluate the relation between the
generated results and the reference data by drawing a scatter graph and calculating the
Pearson correlation coefficient. In this step, the elevation is normalized into the range
of 0 through 1. (3) The surface slope is selected as the representative terrain derivative
to assess the model performance. Slope is a basic terrain derivative and can efficiently
reflect surface morphological features. The slope histogram is conducted to compare the
difference between the reference data and the simulated results. In addition, the difference
in surface slope between the generated results and the reference data is calculated in this
step to assess whether the generated results achieve similar terrain to the original data.

3. Results
3.1. Results Based on Different Topographic Features

Four Terrain-CGANs were trained using different combinations of topographic fea-
tures, and we compared their performance in four areas. Figure 4 shows that the results
based on the single topographic feature have poor performances in terrain modelling.
The model based on the ridge line cannot correctly build the ridge area, while the results
based on the gully line also generate unsatisfactory terrain relief, even though the model
correctly rebuilds several gullies in the correct spatial location. In addition, the combined
topographic features improved the performance of terrain construction. The figures of
Case 3 reflect more complete and continuous gullies and ridges than the results based on
the single topographic features. Meanwhile, the model with positive terrain significantly
outperformed the other models and constructed correct areas of the positive terrains, which
cannot be observed in the other results. Therefore, it can be concluded that the model
with the combined features of ridge lines, valley lines, and regions of positive terrain
outperformed the other three models tested. The following comparison and analyses are
all based on the combination of these three features.
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We subsequently discuss the influence of topographic features with different densi-
ties. Commonly, high threshold values represent a low density of line features, and low
thresholds mean that there are a range of ridge and gully lines existing in the input samples.
Figure 5 shows that the model with a high density of line features generates more details
than the models trained based on low densities. For example, some very small gullies can
be easily observed in the boundary of the gully areas when the model employs high-density
inputs. However, these details are not always positive features, which means that a part
of the detailed terrain is generated through the inference of Terrain-CGAN and cannot be
observed in the reference data. As shown in the results of Area 3, broken ridges can be
observed in the result of Cases A, B, and C that are trained on the basis of line features with
high density. In general, the results of Cases D, E, and F are better than those of Cases A, B,
and C, and the generated terrain starts to be stable from Case D.
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Figure 5. Results based on the combinations generated by different thresholds. Ref DEM represents
the reference data, and T represents the threshold for extracting stream network.

3.2. Elevation Analysis

In this section, we map the elevation relation between the reference data and the
generated results and calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient (Figure 6). The high
coefficient indicates that the simulated results include topographic characteristics similar to
those of the reference data. The coefficients in Areas 1, 3, and 4 are all greater than 0.8, which
reflects the strong positive correlation between the generated results and the reference data.
In addition, the Pearson coefficient tends to increase with increasing threshold. Cases D,
E, and F generally achieve higher coefficients than Cases A, B, and C, which is consistent
with what we observed in Section 3.1. However, Area 3, which includes broken ridges in
Figure 5, contains unsatisfactorily low correlation coefficients. Complex terrain relief could
be the primary reason for the unexpected deviation from the reference data.
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3.3. Slope Analysis

Figure 7 shows the slope of different results. Generally, most results achieved a trend
similar to that of the reference data. In Areas 2 and 4, the results of Terrain-CGAN exhibit
similar fluctuations to the reference data in the range of 30◦ to 50◦. Meanwhile, Table 3
shows that the Terrain-CGAN can generate a small deviation in the mean slope. In addition,
the lowest difference in the mean slope between the generated results and the reference
data usually occurs in Case F with the highest threshold. Even though the terrain generated
by Terrain-CGAN is close to the reference surface, especially in Areas 2 and 4, several
unexpected deviations still exist. For example, in Area 1, Terrain-CGAN fails to construct
the peak on the slope curvature (Figure 7a). We think this error around peaks is acceptable
given that the overall trend constructed by Terrain-CGAN matches the reference data in
most ranges.
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Table 3. The statistics of surface slope. Ref DEM represents the reference data.

Mean Median Standard
Deviation Maximum

Area 1

Ref DEM 30.91 29.69 12.46 82.55
Case A 34.29 35.26 14.29 70.76
Case B 37.61 38.13 14.56 72.45
Case C 36.10 36.34 14.20 73.49
Case D 33.11 32.99 13.03 71.68
Case E 32.68 32.31 12.39 72.38
Case F 33.09 32.63 12.47 73.02

Area 2

Ref DEM 38.90 41.47 20.12 85.15
Case A 39.28 40.73 18.08 77.88
Case B 37.28 38.93 17.44 79.70
Case C 36.83 38.13 17.34 77.07
Case D 35.59 36.59 16.67 75.58
Case E 36.05 36.87 17.08 77.92
Case F 35.41 36.09 16.72 76.09

Area 3

Ref DEM 32.34 32.31 13.64 84.71
Case A 42.22 44.49 17.29 81.61
Case B 41.35 43.21 16.75 77.87
Case C 41.43 43.59 16.61 77.86
Case D 36.41 37.41 14.38 75.08
Case E 36.68 37.79 14.22 75.88
Case F 33.63 34.04 13.21 70.76

Area 4

Ref DEM 32.99 32.51 17.59 86.90
Case A 37.46 38.58 18.59 78.66
Case B 37.50 38.66 18.49 79.79
Case C 38.02 39.14 19.00 79.43
Case D 37.48 38.13 18.60 78.80
Case E 36.79 36.93 18.48 79.36
Case F 35.45 35.06 17.95 78.95

4. Discussion
4.1. Influence of Different Terrain Cues and Feature Combinations

A range of previous research has proven that terrain cues can significantly improve
a model’s performance in generating terrain. However, the question as to which types of
terrain cues should be used and how to combine them to generate reliable terrain still needs
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further discussion. Through our experiments, we suggest that the main landform units
that form targeted terrain should be determined before the launch of the algorithm, and
the characteristics of these units should be regarded as the key features in selecting terrain
cues that are used as the model’s input. In this study, we consider the basic structure of
the loess landform consisting of ridge and gully lines and introduce the positive terrain as
one of the input data to optimize the construction process. The results show that the input
combination including positive terrain significantly helps construct valid terrain, especially
in flat areas with small surface slopes (Figure 8). The topographic frame is also optimized
through the introduction of positive terrain. Therefore, the selection of terrain cues should
consider the differences in landforms and surface morphology. Key terrain cues should
be found and used as the input of the CGAN model to generate high-quality data with
low competition and data costs. In addition, previous research has mainly discussed the
usability of line and point features. In our study, we introduce one surface feature, positive
terrain area, to improve the quality of the generated results. As shown in Figure 4, the
available surface features can be integrated into input data and improve the model’s ability
to restore accurate terrain.
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However, there are still issues that need further discussion. For example, due to the
uncertainty in GAN, the positive terrain areas generated by our method are not as flat as
reference data, and these detailed reliefs could influence the subsequent morphological or
hydrological analysis based on DEMs. In addition, the number of line features should also
be carefully considered in terrain generation. The results show that the best expression of
detailed terrain and the best slope results cannot be simultaneously found in one model,
which suggests that the great expression of the detailed terrain could lead to an unexpected
slope histogram. In some cases, detailed terrains could be considered noise and would
disturb the terrain analyses. Therefore, before the launch of terrain generation algorithm,
we should construct a bridge between the purposes of applications or studies and the
determination of terrain features for model training. In other words, we should determine
which information is the most important part for research and then choose a suitable model
and training dataset to generate reliable terrain data. Finally, relative studies focusing
on other landforms can also benefit from our method, but it is critical to determine the
input topographic features. In the Loess Plateau, water erosion is the most important factor
that influences landform evolution and is much more significant than other factors, which
makes it valid to abstract terrain based on simple lines and areas. However, for other
landforms with more than one dominant geomorphological factor, we suggest that the
present framework is available but the input features must be adjusted according to the
dominant factors.

4.2. Applications of Terrain-CGAN

The output of the Terrain-CGAN can be the representation of the true surface and the
‘virtual’ simulated terrain [27]. The second type of data contain similar characteristics to one
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specific landform, but they do not belong to any place on Earth. Simulated topographic data
can be widely applied in constructing virtual scenes, simulating landform evolution, and
supporting the development of intelligent geographical algorithms. As shown in Figure 9,
ridge and gully lines, which represent different development stages of loess landforms,
are used as the input of our model to construct terrain data, and the generated results
successfully reconstruct the process of vertical and lateral erosion. Landform development
can be remerged based on low data and computing consumption. In addition, previous
studies have proven that terrain data benefit landform classification, object detection,
and geography-related research [16,52–55]. The fine-tuned model can quickly generate
topographic data with simple input data and support related studies, especially DL-based
algorithms that require a large amount of input data.
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5. Conclusions

A DL-based algorithm called Terrain-CGAN inspired by a previous study was con-
structed to generate topographic data of the loess landforms based on topographic feature
lines and areas, including ridge lines, gully lines, and areas of positive terrain. The positive
terrain area, which is a special unit existing in loess landform areas, significantly improved
the accuracy of simulated results. The fine-trained model can quickly generate a large
amount of data that contain similar elevation and slope characteristics with loess landform.

The topographic data generated by our method has the potential to be used in geo-
graphic studies that need topographic data. Experiments based on simulation data are
common in geographic research. The simulation data conforming to the characteristics of
specific landforms can support studies such as simulating landform evolution. In addition,
the proposed framework could be transferred to other landform areas.
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